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Learn about credential transparency

Advocate for credential transparency as a public good

Participate in digital credentialing ecosystems

Build a culture of credential transparency

Call to Action



Why: (Today’s presentation)

● The complex and opaque credentialing landscape

● The importance of credential and competency transparency

Who: (Today’s presentation)

● Empowering learners, workers, credentialing organizations, quality 

assurance entities, and employers with valuable, transparent credential and 

competency data

What: (Tomorrow’s presentation)

● Public Linked Open Data describing credentials and competencies

● Digital credentials issued to learners/workers

How: (Tomorrow’s presentation)

● The Credential Transparency Description Language (CTDL)

● Linked Open Data CTDL in digital credentials

Overview



Why:

The Importance of Credential and

Competency Transparency



There is a lack of tools and systems to connect credential and employment 

information, causing mixed signals in the talent marketplace, including 

misalignment of education to competencies employers require or prefer.
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Learners don’t have control over how the siloed, separate information 

about their competencies from education, training, and employment are 

documented, organized, or shared.
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Learners can’t make use of their own learning achievements



The education and career marketplace is complex and opaque

• Over 738,000 education and training credentials are offered in the U.S., millions globally: 

including qualifications, degrees, certificates, badges, micro-credentials, licenses, 

certifications, apprenticeships, diplomas, and more.

• Digital credentials issued to learners/workers generally do not currently use transparent, 

interoperable data to describe competencies, skills, and achievements.

• Educators, policymakers, employers, and learners/workers struggle to understand 

credentials’ value.

Credentials can be more transparent and valuable if they use public, open, interoperable data to 

describe the many different characteristics of all types of credentials and qualifications, 

including competencies, learning outcomes, pathways, occupational alignments, transfer value, 

employment outcomes, quality assurance, and other information. 

Quality Assurance (QA)

Competencies



• Learning-based and learner-centered

• All learning matters wherever it’s obtained

• All credentials are based on learning outcomes/competencies

• Credentials are portable, transferrable, and easily understood by learners, 

educators, and employers

• Learners can make informed choices about the value of different credentials 

and their investment in pursuing these credentials

• Technology and common data structures enable transparency and 

interoperability among all credentials, worldwide

• Dynamic credentialing ecosystems have the agility to build competitive, 

highly-skilled workforces in rapidly changing labor markets

• Credentialing pathways increase access and equity for all learners

Characteristics of improved credentialing ecosystems



What if...

● Education and training organizations made their credentials and 

competencies transparent so everyone could see what they’re really 

made of—and understand the value of what’s inside?

● Employers had data to help them match candidates’ credentials and 

competencies to job requirements? 

● Government agencies could access credential and competency data in a 

common data structure that connects people and potential?

● Learners and workers could easily communicate what they know and can 

do, giving them clear and equitable pathways to career success?

We can achieve this together.

Today, we can make credentials and competencies

more transparent, relevant, and valuable



Who:

Building Ecosystems with Credential and

Competency Transparency



Empowering learners, workers, credentialing 

organizations, quality assurance entities, and 

employers and with valuable, transparent 

credential and competency data
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How can credentialing organizations use credential 

and competency data?

● Search for and discover potential students

● Receive relevant enrollment application information

● Offer students transfer value for advanced standing based on their digital 

credentials

● Help students complete education and training programs more efficiently

● Communicate education and career pathways



How can quality assurance entities use

credential and competency data?

● Define quality criteria requirements

● Receive relevant information from credentialing organizations in standard 

formats

● Organize quality evaluation data across different types of credentials and 

credentialing organizations

● Help learners understand the connections among different types of education 

and training programs 

● Communicate the value of education and training programs

● Promote quality factors for equitable access and outcomes



How can employers use

credential and competency data?

● Search for and discover potential employees

● Receive relevant job application information

● Analyze employees’ current skills and skills gaps

● Offer employees advanced opportunities based on their digital credentials

● Help employees upskill and re-skill efficiently

● Communicate career pathways



Building Partnerships



● Who We Are

○ Non-profit

○ Community built

○ Vendor agnostic

○ Data Driven

○ Mission oriented around credential, competency, 

and pathways transparency

About Credential Engine

● What We Do

○ Advocate for credential transparency

○ Develop and support linked open data schemas

○ Provide open, interoperable infrastructure

○ Build and mobilize partnerships

● What We Do NOT Do

○ Collect or verify personally identifiable information

○ Issue credentials

○ Verify issued credentials



• To bring transparency to credentials—their content, competencies, pathways, 

and outcomes.

• To reveal the marketplace of credentials.

• To increase credential literacy.

• To help everyone make more informed decisions about credentials and their 

value.
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Transparency through technology

Credential Transparency 

Description Language 

(CTDL) – Common 

language that describes key 

features of credentials, 

credentialing organizations, 

competency frameworks, 

and quality assurance bodies

Common descriptors allow for 

better apples-to-apples 

comparison between 

credentials.

Publishing – After creating a 

user account, organizations use 

the API, Credential Registry 

Publisher, or bulk upload to 

convert organization, 

credential, competency 

framework, and quality 

assurance information to 

CTDL and publish to the 

Registry

Organizations have a suite of 

options to add information to the 

Credential Registry.

Credential Registry – More 

than a database, the Registry 

collects and connects 

credential data described with 

CTDL and supports and an 

open applications marketplace

Developers can create specialized 

applications to utilize Registry 

data for different types of 

audiences, such as employers, 

veterans, and learners.

Credential Finder – A basic 

app to view and explore the 

information stored in the 

Registry. 

The public can use the Finder to 

see all information published to the 

Credential Registry. 

Community – A wide 

range of stakeholders 

provide and receive 

technical assistance and 

other services to both 

publish to the Registry and 

consume the data it houses 

Credentialing bodies, 

developers, and other users 

have access to resources such 

as do-it-yourself guides, best 

practices, and technical 

support. 



Public, open credential and competency data
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American Council on Education’s Connecting 

Credentials and Competencies white papers

• 2 white papers:

• Quality Dimensions for Connected Credentials

• Communicating the Value of Competencies

• Analysis of evolving uses of credentials and competencies

• How employers value and assess competencies

• How credentialing organizations can improve their 

credentials and clearly articulate competencies 

• Quality dimensions that support connected credentials



https://www.acenet.edu/Documents/Communicating-the-Value-of-Competencies.pdf

https://www.acenet.edu/Documents/Communicating-the-Value-of-Competencies.pdf


https://www.acenet.edu/news-room/Pages/Quality-Dimensions-for-Connected-Credentials.aspx

https://www.acenet.edu/news-room/Pages/Quality-Dimensions-for-Connected-Credentials.aspx


Quality dimensions for connected 

credentials and competencies

• Transparency

• Modularity

• Portability

• Relevance

• Validity

• Equity





https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zkgm8nrQxW8

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zkgm8nrQxW8




Challenge Questions

• How does transparency about competencies help learners/workers understand and 

document their own career pathways? 

• How do credentials and the competencies they include address market and economic trends?

• How can learners/workers communicate effectively with employers about their own 

competencies, how they represent valid, relevant achievements, and how they are useful?

• Do educational programs include authentic assessment of competencies?

• Can graduates actually demonstrate the competencies represented by the credentials?

• What are the relationships among credentials that enable credential earners to move 

vertically and horizontally within and across credentialing ecosystems for educational and 

career progression? 

• What needs to be done to enable learners who stop and start in their education to use the 

modular units or competencies earned to continue along pathways to other credentials?

• Is information about credentials’ underlying competencies, quality assurance processes, and 

market value machine-readable and publicly available on the web for all stakeholders to 

access?



Follow @credengine on social media

Dr. Deborah Everhart, Chief Strategy Officer deverhart@credentialengine.org

General Information: credentialengine.org 

Technical Information: credreg.net

Digital Credential Guide: credregnet/quickstart/iwlrguide

Credential and Competency Finder: http://credentialfinder.org

For more information

mailto:deverhart@credentialengine.org
http://www.credentialengine.org/
http://www.credreg.net/
https://credreg.net/quickstart/ilwrguide
http://credentialfinder.org/
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What:

Ecosystems Based on Credential and

Competency Transparency



https://www.acenet.edu/news-room/Pages/Quality-Dimensions-for-Connected-Credentials.aspx

https://www.acenet.edu/news-room/Pages/Quality-Dimensions-for-Connected-Credentials.aspx


Quality dimensions for connected 

credentials and competencies

• Transparency

• Modularity

• Portability

• Relevance

• Validity

• Equity



Transparency through technology

Credential Transparency 

Description Language 

(CTDL) – Common 

language that describes key 

features of credentials, 

credentialing organizations, 

competency frameworks, 

and quality assurance bodies

Common descriptors allow for 

better apples-to-apples 

comparison between 

credentials.

Publishing – After creating a 

user account, organizations use 

the API, Credential Registry 

Publisher, or bulk upload to 

convert organization, 

credential, competency 

framework, and quality 

assurance information to 

CTDL and publish to the 

Registry

Organizations have a suite of 

options to add information to the 

Credential Registry.

Credential Registry – More 

than a database, the Registry 

collects and connects 
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CTDL and supports and an 

open applications marketplace

Developers can create specialized 

applications to utilize Registry 

data for different types of 

audiences, such as employers, 

veterans, and learners.

Credential Finder – A basic 

app to view and explore the 

information stored in the 

Registry. 

The public can use the Finder to 

see all information published to the 

Credential Registry. 

Community – A wide 

range of stakeholders 

provide and receive 

technical assistance and 

other services to both 

publish to the Registry and 
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Credentialing bodies, 
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as do-it-yourself guides, best 

practices, and technical 

support. 
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Searching for Jobs vs. Credentials



Credentials can connect to a world of structured, Linked Open Data

System 

integrations
Linked Open 

Data on the Web



How:

Public Linked Open Data Supporting Credential 

and Competency Transparency



Public, open credential and competency data



Linked Open Data in the 

Credential Transparency Description Language (CTDL)



CTDL examples

CREDENTIAL

• Type

• Description

• Competencies

• Owned/Offered By

• External Quality Assurance

• Renewal/Revocation

• Connected Credentials

• Jurisdiction

ORGANIZATION

• Name / Parent Organization

• Type

• Description

• External Quality Assurance

COST

• Price

• Cost Types

• Payment Information

• Residency 

ASSESSMENT

• Name

• Competencies

• Assessment Type

• Delivery Type

• Requirements, Duration, and 

Location

LEARNING OPPORTUNITY 

(PROGRAMS AND 

COURSES)

• Types

• Competencies

• Delivery

• Requirements, Duration, and 

Location

AND MORE…

• Employment and Earnings

• Employer Requirements, 

Preferences, or Recognition

• Career Pathways

• Transfer Value

• Credential Holder Profiles

• Military-specific descriptors

An open, Creative Commons licensed schema.
For  CTDL’s full structure of 500+ fields, see www.credreg.net



Credential Transparency Description Language (CTDL) Terms

Over 500 Linked Open Data terms providing rich descriptions of credentials and 

competencies

Certification:
Time-limited, revocable, renewable credential awarded by an 
authoritative body for demonstrating the knowledge, skills, and 
abilities to perform specific tasks or an occupation.



CTDL Linked Open Data 

structureLinking between credentialing organizations, 

credentials, competencies, courses, assessments, 

pathways, quality assurance, occupations, job 

skills….



CTDL Linked Open Data example

Santa Rosa college offers a Certificate in Dental Assisting that requires completion of their Applied 

Dental Science program and requires specific competencies and is accredited by the American 

Dental Association.



CTDL Linked Open Data globally unique identifiers

Each component has a unique identifier that can be linked to/from anywhere on the web, including 

across different data providers: identifiers for credentialing organizations, quality assurance 

organizations, credentials, competency frameworks, competencies, occupational frameworks, job 

skills….

For example linking the Dental Assisting Certificate to the O*NET occupation of Dental Assistants 



What are digital credentials?

• Various names: Badges, Micro-credentials, Learning and Employment Records 

(LERs), Comprehensive Learner Records (CLRs)

• Digital records of learning

• Representing learning achievements from education and training, 

workplace, military, and community

• Verifiable and secure

• Interoperable: transferable and machine-actionable across education and 

employment systems and processes

• Collected and curated by the learner/worker

• Shareable by the learner/worker



What makes credentials valuable in ecosystems?

However, today….

• Traditional credentials often include little information 

• Traditional credentials are generally siloed and can only be read/interpreted 

in a specific system 

• Combining credentials from diverse sources is generally impossible, 

confusing, or cumbersome

Credentials are only as valuable as the information they communicate



Digital credentials can include valuable, structured data

It’s now possible for….

• Digital credentials to include rich Linked Open Data 

• Data to be structured based on publicly accessible standards

• Digital credentials from diverse sources to be meaningfully compared, 

curated, and combined

Credentials become valuable when they communicate clear, 
actionable, relevant information



CTDL Linked Open Data in digital credentials

With CTDL in digital credentials…..

• The records link to rich Linked Open Data 

• The data is humanly readable and machine-actionable across different types of 

systems and on the web

• Digital credentials from diverse sources can be meaningfully compared, curated, 

and combined

• And most importantly… learners, workers, educators, and employers are all 

empowered with the context they need to make informed decisions about 

education and career pathways

Digital credentials become valuable when they communicate clear, 
actionable, relevant information



How do digital credentials work? 

Education, training, 

employer, military, and 

community organizations 

issue digital records of 

learning achievements to 

individuals.

Individuals collect 

credentials in a “wallet,” 

“backpack,” “portfolio,” or 

“collection” that they control. 

The individual curates sets 

of records to share on the 

web and in applications for 

education and employment.



How does CTDL add value to digital credentials? 

Digital credentials can link to 

CTDL data that has been 

published to the Credential 

Registry. These links use 

globally unique identifiers on 

the open web to power the 

record with rich descriptions 

of the credentials and 

competencies earned by the 

individual. 

This allows for records from 

multiple learners to reference 

the same credentials and 

competencies, which not only 

reduces data duplication and 

maintenance, but enables 

powerful search queries and 

data analytics.



How to

1. Define requirements for the types of information that make your 

credentials valuable.

2. Organize data about credentials, competencies, occupational 

alignments, etc. from one or more sources. 

3. Map existing credential and competency data to CTDL.

4. Publish credential and competency data as CTDL to the Registry and 

on the web.

5. Include CTDL in digital credentials issued to individuals.

6. Use CTIDs to link to rich credential and competency information 

from within digital credentials.
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Call to Action

Learn ● Read Credential Engine resources
● Subscribe to Credential Engine news and updates

Advocate Promote credential data transparency through policy, quality 

assurance processes, business practices, and within your 

ecosystems

Partner Collaborate with Credential Engine and other partners to build 

solutions that innovate education and workforce ecosystems

Act • Publish credential and competency Linked Open Data

• Power digital credentials with Linked Open Data

https://credentialengine.org/
https://credentialengine.org/subscribe/
https://credentialengine.org/2020/05/20/six-major-state-policy-associations-join-in-commitment-to-credential-transparency/
https://credentialengine.org/publish/
https://credreg.net/quickstart/ilwrguide
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